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High Frame Rate (60fps) for Real-time 

Surveillance Applications

Efficiently Remote Monitoring of IP Cameras

Full Surveillance with 360º Panoramic 

Surround View

Cloud Services Make Access Easy Anywhere

PLANET Exmor IP Camera Series with Zero-lux Illuminator is a high-

resolution camera for the round-the-clock surveillance over IP networks. 

It supports H.264 and MJPEG compression formats and delivers excellent 

picture quality in Full HD resolutions at 60 frames per second (fps). 

Incorporating the new Exmor RS™ CMOS image sensor, it provides high-

quality images under all lighting conditions.

PLANET IP Surveillance Solution provides multiple ways for users to 

remotely monitor all IP cameras more efficiently, such as user-friendly 

website management, apps for smart-phones and pads, and free DDNS 

services. It is quick to easily access your PLANET IP surveillance camera 

over both mobile phone and Wi-Fi network anytime, anywhere.

PLANET Fisheye IP Camera Series allows you to monitor all angles of 

a location using just one camera. Without installing any software, you 

can watch live view and utilize functions such as motion detection and 

camera tampering through the Web interface using a web browser. 

Distortion correction feature of the ICA-8500 can fix the camera video 

so you can use e-PTZ to zoom in, zoom out, and pan across your 

camera’s video to survey a large area easily.

To make home monitoring a truly simple experience, we have 

created Cloud App to enable you to access live video feeds of your 

home or office from any Internet-connected computer, iPhone®, 

iPad®, or Android® device anytime, anywhere. The Cloud Cameras 

can be viewed and managed on your personal account via Cloud 

App to enable you to enjoy the freedom of remote monitoring on 

your terms.
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�� Concurrent analysis of up to 4/9 channels

�� Supports enter area, people counting, missing object, line crossing, 
unattended object and tamper functions

�� Event search and filtering based on time, algorithm and object color

CV7-VA4/9

�� Concurrent analysis of up to 2/4 channels

��One region of interest per channel

�� Searching and filtering based on time and plate number

�� Convenient plate numbering searching

�� Analysis for live and pre-recorded videos

Austria/Australia/Bulgaria/Canada/Costa Rica/Czech Republic/

Dubai/Ecuador/Europe Region/Georgia/Germany/Greece/

Guatemala/Hong Kong/Hungary/Indonesia/Ireland/Italy/Japan/

Jordan/Kuwait/Laos/Malaysia/Malta/Mongolia/New Zealand/

Oman/Poland/Romania/Russia/Saudi Arabia/Slovakia/South 

Korea/Spain/Taiwan/Thailand/UK/Ukraine/US/Vietnam

CV7-LP2/4 License Plate of Country

Video Management System

Enter Area Unattended Object Object CountingLine Crossing

Camera Tampering Missing Object

People Counting

Managed Software

Automatic License Plate Recognition

Intelligent Video Analysis

�� Play back captured events

�� Exports videos of captured events

�� Analysis for live and pre-recorded videos


